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By Steve Israel

SIMON SCHUSTER, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Writing in the full-tilt style of Carl Hiaasen (The Washington Post), this jaundiced political satire was
ripped from the headlines and penned by an author who s met the characters, heard the
conversations, and seen the plot twists firsthand. Meet Morris Feldstein, a pharmaceutical salesman
living and working in western Long Island who loves the Mets, loves his wife Rona, and loves things
just the way they are. He doesn t enjoy the news; he doesn t like to argue. Rona may want to change
the world; Morris wants the world to leave him alone. Morris does not make waves. But one day
Morris is seduced by a lonely, lovesick receptionist at one of the offices along his sales route, and in
a moment of weakness charges a non-business expense to his company credit card. No big deal.
Easy mistake. But the government s top-secret surveillance program, anchored by a giant, complex
supercomputer known as NICK, thinks differently. NICK begins to thread together the connected
strands of Morris s life--his friends, family, his traffic violations, his daughter s political leanings, his
wife s new patients, and even...
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ReviewsReviews

It is fantastic and great. It usually will not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Modesto Mante-- Modesto Mante

It in a single of the most popular publication. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am effortlessly will get a delight of studying a published book.
-- Aisha Swift-- Aisha Swift
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